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The explicit expressions of the operators of the irreducible representations of the unitary 
Cayley-Klein algebras u, (j) are obtained from the well-known Gel’fand-Tsetlin 
representations of u,. The contractions of the representations of u2(j1) and u3(jl,j2) are 
regarded as examples. This approach gives the representations of the contracted algebras in 
different bases, for example, in discrete and continuous ones. Possible contractions of the 
irreducible representations are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present the contractions 
and the analytic continuations of the irreducible representa- 
tions of the unitary algebras u,, . These representations were 
studied many years ago by Gel’fand and Tsetlin. ’ The consi- 
deration are based on the unified description of the Cayley- 
Klein groups,2-5 i.e., the groups that are obtained from the 
appropriate classical group by Wigner-Inonu contraction@ 
and analytic continuations of the real group parameters into 
the imaginary ones. The main feature of our approach is the 
transformations of the well-known generators of the irredu- 
cible representations of u, into the generators of the repre- 
sentations of the algebras under consideration with the help 
of the parametersj,,k = 1,2,...,n - 1, that may be equal to a 
real unit, or to an imaginary unit, or to Clifford dual units. 
The results of Chakrabarti’ concerning the representations 
of the inhomogeneous group (algebra) IU (n ) are contained 
in our results as the special case of thej, = Lo contraction. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recall 
the unified description of the unitary Cayley-Klein groups 
and their algebras. In Sec. III we define the transformations 
of the components of the Gel’fand-Tsetlin patterns and ob- 
tain the general formulas for the generators of the represen- 
tations of t(, (j). Contractions of the irreducible representa- 
tions of the unitary algebras u2 (j, ) and u3 (j, j,) are regarded 
as examples in Sets. IV and V. Possible contractions of the 
irreducible representations of u, (j) are briefly discussed in 
the conclusion (Sec. VI). 

II. THE UNITARY CAYLEY-KLEIN ALGEBRAS 

Let us define the map of the n-dimensional complex 
space C,, into the complex space C, (j) as follows:2-5 

W, -4 (j) 

t&T = 20, *G=zk fi j,, (2.1) 
m=l 

where k = 1 2 , ,..., n - 1, z~,z~~C,,,z~,z~~C,, (j) are the com- 
plex Cartesian coordinates, j = (j,j,,...J, _ , ), each of the 
parameters jk may be equal to the real unit 1, or to the Clif- 
ford dual unit ok, or to the imaginary unit i. 

The dual numbers are not often used and we are briefly 
reminded of their algebraic properties. Each of the dual units 
is not equal to zero ok #O; a different dual units obey the 
commutative law of multiplication L~L, = L,L~ #O,k #m; 
the square of a dual unit is always equal to zero L; = 0. Divi- 

sion of a real or complex number by dual unit is not defined, 
but division of a dual unit by itself is equal to real unit 
~k/~k = 1. A function of a dual argument is defined by its 
Taylor expansion. 

The quadratic form 
n-l 

(z,z) = c (Zk I2 
k=O 

of C, is transformed under the map (2.1) into the following 
quadratic form of C, (j ) : 

n-1 

(Z,Z) = Izo12 + kz, izk I2 mfi,j’,y (2.2) 

where Izk 1 = ,/m is the absolute value of the complex 
number zk = xk + iyk and z = (zo,z ,,..., z,- , ) is the com- 
plex vector. The set of parameters j gives all 3”- ’ n-dimen- 
sional complex Cayley-Klein spaces. It must be emphasized 
that usually the spaces with the identical signature are not 
distinguished, i.e., the space C3( 1,i) with the form 
Izo12 + lzl12 - lz212 and the space C,(i,l) with the form 
Izo12 - Iz, I2 - /z212 are regarded as the same space. We have 
fixed the numbers of coordinate axes and for us C, ( 1 ,i) and 
6, (i, 1) are the different spaces. 

The unitary Cayley-Klein group U, (j) is defined2*4 as 
the group of all keeping invariant the form (2.2) transforma- 
tions in the space C, (j). The map (2.1) induces the trans- 
formations of the group U, into the group U, (j) and respec- 
tively transformation of the algebra u, into the algebra 
u, (j). The generators X* of u, are transformed as follows: 

X,(j) = n 
( 

Inax 
j, X*,(-+A 

m = I + min(r,s) > 

xkk(j) =xtk(+), (2.3) 
where X* ( --* ) denote the Inonu-Wigner6 singular trans- 
formed generators and the products Ilj,,, play the role of 
zero-tending parameters, when some parameters j, are 
equal to the dual units. When some parameters j, are equal 
to imaginary unit, then Eqs. (2.3) give the transformations, 
corresponding to the Weyl unitary trick’ or the analytic con- 
tinuations of the representations. This idea was used by var- 
ious authors. Particular mention must be made of the work 
of Dirac,’ Kurian, Mukunda, and Sudarshan,” and Hol- 
man and Biedenharn.” 

Therefore, Eqs. (2.3) naturally unified two different ap- 
proaches in group theory namely Wigner-Inonu contrac- 
tions and the Weyl unitary trick. 
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If we look at the group elements g* = exp(n*X*) in- 
stead of the generators X *, we observe that the transforma- 
tions (2.3) correspond to replacement of the real group pa- 
rameters a* by the group parameters a = a*II j, , which are 
dual ones in the case of contractions and are imaginary ones 
in the case of analytic continuations. In other words, the 
Weyl trick and the Wigner-Inonu contraction have the same 
nature, namely, the continuation of the real group param- 
eters into the complex or dual number field. 

IfXk,r,s = O,l,..., n - 1 are the generators of the clas- 
sic unitary algebra u, in Cat-tan-Weyl basis, then they satis- 
fy the commutation relations 

[x;r;tx:] = &rx& - skqx$* (2.4) 

The generators X z are transformed under the map (2.1) 
according to Eqs. (2.3) and we obtain from Eqs. (2.4) the 
following commutation relations of the unitary Cayley- 
Klein algebra u, (j ) : 

[Xkk;Ykp] = Xkpr [XkkJpk] = -X~k, 

[xkp&k] = (,&+ Lj:)(XXh -xpp)pk<h 

kpcq or qqxk, 

[xkp,xw] = 
min(k,Q) 

I( ) 
n jf xkgp 

I=p+ 1 
p<k p<q. 

(2.5) 

We write out only nonzero commutators of u, (j) . The Gel- 
“fand-Tsetlin representation generators A z are just the Car- 
tan-Weyl generators of u, . 

It will be noted that the generatorsx * ( + ) aredefined in 
a different way for a different representations of the unitary 
algebras. 

Ill. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ALGEBRA u,,(j) IN THE 
GEL’FAND-TSETLIN BASIS 

In contrast with the standard Gel’fand-Tsetlin nota- 
tion’ we regard the basis vectors of an arbitrary irreducible 
representation of u, (j) , which are completely characterized 
by the chain of subalgebras u,W~u,-, 
(j, ,..., jn-,)>...>u2(jn-,)>ulrwhere 

u,(j) = {A,,s,p = O,l, . . . . n - 11, 

u, _ , (j2,...J, _ , 1 
= {A,,vJ = LL.,n - l),...,~2(j,r-1 1 
={A,,s,p=n--2,n- I}, u,={4+,,,-1). 

The standard notation is obtained from our if we change the 
indexes s and p of the generators by n - s and n - p, respec- 
tively. 

The irreducible representation is completely defined by 
the generators A,,-k,n-k, A,,-k,n-k-,, A,,-, -,,n- k. 
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These generators are transformed under the map (2.1) as 
follows: 

A,..ek.,,-k-1 =j,,-kA:-k,,,-k-,(*“, 

A,_k-l,n-kkjn-kA~-kkl.n-kko)r 

k = 1,2 ,..., n - 1. (3.1) 

The singular transformed generators A *( -, ) are specified 
by the transformations of the components of the Gel’fand- 
Tsetlin patterns. For the algebra u, the pattern is 

Im*) = 

mL mz*, * * . mX- l,n mt 

mt,-, n&-.,*** mX- l.n - l 
. . . . . ..I.. 

i 

, 
mB mF2 

Ml 

mFk>mgk- , >m,*, ,,k, k = 2,3,...,n, p = 1,2 ,..., n - 1, 

mT, >mz*, 2. * - >mf . (3.2) 
We define the transformation of the components of Im* ) 
under the map (2.1) as follows: 

n-1 

mlk = m?kJky mkk = m?kJk, Jk = n .b 
I=n-k+I 

mpk =mp*kk p = 2,3,...,n - 1, k = 2,3 ,..., n, (3.3) 

Then Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) give the basis vector Im) of type 
(3.2) with the integer components mpk , but the components 
mlk and mkk may be equal to complex or dual values. The 
components of Im) satisfy the following formal inequalities: 

mpk >mp,k - , am,,, ,,k, k = 2,3 ,... ,n, p = 2,3,...,n - 2, 

m,kJki’>m,,k-,J,ir..,,am2k9 

mk-l,k>mk-l.k-lJk--llamkk J- k ‘I 

m,,JZ ’ >m2n>mJn>~~*>m,- ,,,>m,,Jne’. (3.4) 

Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain from the explicit 
generators of II,, the generators of the irreducible representa- 
tions of u, (j) in the form 
A,-k.n-klm) 

= [J,‘(m,, + mkk) -Jk-?lh,k-1 fmk-l,k-11 

k-2 

+mk-l,k+ 2 (m~k-ms,k-l) Irn), 
s=2 I 

k = 1,2,...,ny 

A.-k-i.n-klm) 
=Jk’[u:(m)Im lk -Jk) +d(m)[mkk -Jk>] 

+./n-k+, k~ldh)lmsk - I>, 
s=2 

An-k,n-k-lim) 

= J, ‘[bk(fnn)[rn ,k +Jk) +bi(m)[mkk fJk)] 

k-l 
+jnhk+, c bi(m)l% -I- l>, k= 1,2,...4- 1, 

s=2 
(3.5) 

where 
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k-2 

u:(m) = 

pfi2  (Jkz,,k + 1  l/2 

--I,, +Jk) n (Jk&,k-, ---I,,) 
p=2 

k-l 

n (Jd,, ---I,, +Jk)(JkI,k -I,,) 
p=2 I 

x _ &+l 

1 

-.h-kz,k +Jk+,)(zk+,,k+, -.h-khk i-Jk+,) 

tlkk - I,, + Jk) 

X (l,.k-,~n-kk+ -‘,k)(rk-l,k-,.in-k+, -hk) ,‘2 

tlkk -l,k) I ’ 

a;(m)= 

i 

fi (‘,.k+l 

k-2 l/2 

-bk + l) n (lp,k-, -l,,, 

p=2 k--l 
p=2 

n (I,, -Irk + 1)(/p, -z,k, 
P  = 2.P#S I 

x _ %k+ 1 

I 

-Jk+,lsk +Jk+,)(zk+,,k+, -Jk+llsk +Jk+,) 

(Ilk -Jklsk +Jk)(l,k -Jk&k> 

x(&,k-, -Jk-,lsk,(lk-,,k-, -Jk-,I,,) 1’2 

(I,, -Jklsk +Jk>(Ikk -Jklsk) I ’ 

k-2 

-hk -Jk)(lk-,,k-,jn-k+, -I,k -Jk) “2 

(Ikk - I,, - Jk) I ’ 

fj lp,k t 1 

k-2 l/2 

- Isk ) fl Ip,k - 1 - lsk - 1 

b;(m) = p=2k-, p=2 

n (I,, - zsk ) (I,, - [Sk - 1 ) 
P= 2P#S I 

x _ “Lk;; -~;;“d;“~,;;, Trk;,l’k’ 

1 Ik ksk lk k sk k 

X 
(z,,,-, -Jk-,&,q -Jk-,)(zk-,l,k-, --Jk-,lrk -Jk-,) 

t&k -Jkzsk)(zkk -Jklsk -Jk) I 

“2 
, l<S<k. (3.6) 

The formulas for u: (m) are obtained from ai (m) if we 
change I, k for Z,, and Zkk for Z, k . The same is true for b i ( m  ) 
and b : (m ) . The components m  are connected with I by the 
equations 

Ilk = m,k -Jk, zkk = mkk - kJ,, 

I,, = mrk - s, 1  <s < k. (3.7) 
Since the generators ( 3.5) have been built from the gen- 

erators of u,, with the help of the transformations (2.3) they 
satisfy the commutation relations of II, (j). Although the 
initial operators of the irreducible representations of U, are 
Hermitian, the operators (3.5) generally speaking are not 
Hermitian. We  must impose additionally the Hermitic con- 
ditions on the operators (3.5), namely, 
A + =A p = O,l,..., n  - 1, A, = A Pi, if we want to ob- 
taE the I%&mitic representation. The corresponding condi- 
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tions for the matrix elements are in the form 

(mlA,Im) = ( m lA,lm  ), 
(+f, Im> = ( mIA,k b ), (3.8) 

where the line denote the complex conjugation. 
The components rnzn in the top row of the pattern (3.2) 

characterize the irreducible representations of U, . The com- 
ponents in the next row characterize one of possible irreduci- 
ble representations of U, _ , that is contained in the specific 
irreducible representation of U, , and so forth for successive 
subalgebras of the chain. Thus the components in each row 
characterize one of the possible irreducible representations 
of a  specific subalgebra. The eigenvalues of the invariant (or 
Casimir) operators of U, have been obtained by Perelomov 
and POPOV’~ and Leznov, Malkin, and Man’ko13 and are 
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given by where 

C:(m*) = Tr{(a*)9E}, (3.9) 
where E is an n X n matrix with each matrix element equal to 
1. The matrix a* is in the form 

a* = 
PS (mp*n + n --p)S,, - O,, s,p = 1,2,...,n, (3.10) 

where 6, = 1 ifs <p and 9, = 0 if s>p. 
Let us define the matrix a(j) as follows: 

n-1 
a(j) = Ja*(+), J= n j,, (3.11) 

l=l 

where a,,(-)=n-l+m,,J-‘,a,,,,(-+)=m,,J-’, 
and the rest of the matrix elements are given by Eq. (3.10). 
Then we have 

Id = 1 m’;,;22), j’-;‘;;,~;;~;;227, (4.2) 

The eigenvalues of the two Casimir operators are obtained 
from Eqs. (3.15) in the form 

GC.A) =jT’(m,, + m22A 

C2Yl> = d2 + 4, +jY ‘(ml2 - m22 1, (4.3) 
To understand the formal inequalities (4.2) for j, = L,,i 

let us regard the action of the lowering operator A,, on the 
lowest weight state 

$1 = 1 m’;22m22) 
alI (j) = ml, + Jb - 11, a,,(j) = mnn, 
~,,(j)=J[(mpn+n-p)6,,-8,]. (3.12) 

The law of transformation of the Casimir operators under 
the map (2.1) have been established in Refs. 2 and 4 and is 
given by 

CZk(.i) =J2kC;k(-), 

and the action of the raising operator A,, on the highest 
weight state 

cjh = j *1;,2m22). 
We have from Eq. (4.1) 

c2k+l(j)=J2kCgtI(~). (3.13) 
The same law holds for the eigenvalues. Therefore taking 
into consideration Eqs. (3.9)-( 3.13) for the eigenvalues of 
the Casimir operators of u,, (j) we have the following expres- 
sions: 

Adh = [ml2 (1 -h) o’,m12 +.A - m22 I] “21m12 + I), 

Aolh = [ (ml2 -jlm2, +jl)m2, 0” - 1)]“21m22 - 1). 
(4.4) 

C,,(m) = J2kTr{(a*( +))2kE} = Tr{a(j)E}, 

C 2k+,(m) =J2kTr{(a*(+))2kE} 

= Tt&*( + )a2k(j)E 1, (3.14) 

where 2k and 2k + 1 are being changed from 1 to n. In par- 
ticular, 

n-1 
C,(m) = (ml, + mnn)J -’ + 2 msn, 

s=2 

For j, = 1, AloqSh = 0 and A,, $r = 0 but for j, = I,,& 
Aloh #O and A,, 4, #O. Hence the representation space is 
infinite dimensional and the integer m,, is changed from 
- 00 to + CO. Therefore the formal inequalities (4.2) are 

interpretedforj, =~,,ias 00 >m,, > - a, m,,>m,,. 
For j, = 6, the addend (ml2 + m,,)/b, in Eqs. (4.1) 

and (4.3) is not generally defined, except m,, + m22 = L,<, 
&R or &C. The Hermitic condition for the generator A, 
gives &lR. Thus the operators (4.1) are the generators of the 
irreducible representations of the contracted algebra uz ( L, ), 
if the components ml2 ,m22 of the pattern (4.2) are in the 
form 

C,(m) = my, + mf,, + J(n - 1 )(m,, - mnn 1 
n- 1 

ml2 = r + c,5/2, m,, = - rf c&/2, &!R, EC. 
(4.5) 

+J2 C msn(ms,, +n+ 1-2s) (3.15) 
s=2 

are the eigenvalues of the first- and second-order Casimir 
operators in the irreducible representation of u,, (j). In the 
next two sections we regard as an example the algebras 
tl, ( j, ), u3, ( j, ,j, ), and their representations. 

With the help of Taylor expansion we have for the basis 
vector (or for the pattern) 

lm) = ) r-l- 4/2 - r-k L&-/2 
ml1 

IV. CONTRACTION AND ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 
OF THE REPRESENTATIONS OF u2( 1,) 

For n = 2 Eqs. (3.5)-( 3.6) give the following genera- 
tors of the irreducible representations of the algebra U, (j, ) : 

A, Id 
= [jI’(m,, + m2, 1 - ml1 1 Im), AI, Im> = ml1 Im>, 

4 Id 
= [(ml2 -.Am,, +jl)Vlwl - m22)]“21mll - I>, 

Alo lm> 
= [(ml2 -ilmll )U,m,, - m22 +jl)]“21mll + 1),(4.1) 

= +t,(...)rlZ) +L,(*--) (4.6) 

and Eqs. (4.1) give the following generators of the irreduci- 
ble representations of the contracted algebra u2 ( L, ) : 

Awls) = C{-- ml, )I%>, A,, Ifi> = ml, lE>, 
& I@> = r/m? - l), A,,liii) = rim-), (4.7) 

where m, , is the integer, - CO < m, l < CO. From the Hermi- 
tic conditions for Ao, ,A10 we have AR and the inequality 
ml2 >mz2 in the form r) - r gives r>O. The eigenvalues of 
the Casimir operators of uz(c,) are derived from Eq. (4.3) 

C,(L,) = l, C2(L,) = 23. (4.8) 
Both Casimir operators are independent and their eigenval- 
ues are different from zero. 
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Due to general idea of the unified description of the Cay- 
ley-Klein groups and their representations the formulas that 
have been obtained in the case of the contraction j, = L, of 
u2 (j, ) are also valid in the case of the analytic continuation 

j, = i. In particular, instead of (m, , + m22 )/L, = c we have 
(ml, +m,,)/i=c or in the unified form 
(m,, + m22 )/j, = 5, &C. The Hermitic condition for the 
generator A, gives &iR and the components ml2 ,m,, of the 
pattern Im) are as follows: 
m 12 =a+i(b+l/2), m22 = -a-i(b-c/2), 

a,b,&R. (4.9) 

The generators (4.1) of the irreducible representation of the 
algebra u2(i) take then the form 

A~Im)=(S--m,l)Id, Alllm)=mllIm), 
A,, Im) = [a* - Mb + 1) + (g/2 -ml,) 

X(</2 -ml, + 1) + ia(2b + l)]“‘lm,, - l), 

A,,Im) = [a2 - b(b + 1) + (4-12 - m,, 1 

X (C/2 - ml1 - 1) + id26 + 1)l”2~m11 + l), 
(4.10) 

and the eigenvalues (4.3) of the Casimir operators are as 
follows: 

C,(j) = g, 
C,(i) = 2[a2 - b(b + 1) - (c/2)*] + 2ia(2b + 1). 

(4.11) 

We are interested in Hermitian representations of the 
u2(i) =u( 1,l). The Hermiticity requirement (3.8) for the 
generators A,, ,A ,0 implies then that 

[a2-bb(b+ 1) + (c/2-m,,)(</2-mm,, + 1) 
+ia(2b+ 1)J”2 

= [a2-b(b+ 1) + (</2-m,,) 

X (5/2 -ml, + 1) - ia(2b + 1)]“2. (4.12) 
This equality must be valid for all 5 and m,, . It is possible 
when the imaginary part is equal to zero and the real part is 
non-negative. Then the solutions of (4.12) are as follows: (i) 
a#O,b= -1/2;(ii)a=O, -b(b +l)>O. 

Fora#O,b = - 1/2Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) readasfol- 
lows: 

4, Id = {a’+ [ml, - (1 - ~)/2]2)“21m,, - l), 

Alob) = {a’+ [ ml, + (1 - <)/2]2}“21m,, + l), 
C,(i) = 5, C,(i) = 2a2 + (1 - 52)/2, (4.13) 

I 

and describe the continuous principal series of the irreduci- 
ble representations of u ( 1,l) . The formulas (4.13 ) coincide 
with the corresponding expressions of the work,14 where the 
components fi,, = - l/2 + a, Zz22 = l/2 + 5 are used 
with m,, = ifi12, m22 = ifi,, and Re(o) = c/2, 
Im(c7) = -a. 

Fora = 0, - b(b + 1) >OEqs. (4.10) and (4.11) read 
as follows: 

4, Im> = {[ml, - (5-t 1V212 
- (b + 1/2)2]“2]m,, - l), 

A,,lm) = {[ml, - (C- 1)/2]2 

- (b + 1/2)2Y’21m,1 + I>, 
C,(i) = c, C,(i) = - 2[b(b + 1) + c2/41 (4.14) 

and describe the supplementary series of the irreducible rep- 
resentations of II ( 1,l) .I5 

Besides (i) and (ii) there is another possibility. Let 
ml1 m22 be pure imaginary m,2 = iEi,,,m,, = ifi22,Ei,2, 
fi2, - integer. Then Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) read as follows: 

A, Im> = V%, + fi,, - ml1 > In>, 

A,, Im> = ml1 Im>, 
A,, Im) = [ - (fi,, -ml, + 1) 

X (ml1 - fi,, I] “21m,, - 11, 

A,,Im) = [ - (b, - ml1 1 

X (ml, + 1 - 6,, 11 “21m,, + l>, 

C,(i) = 5’2 + fii,,, 
C,(i) = - (iFif, + Ez:~ + El2 - fi,,). (4.15) 

The Hermiticity requirement for A,, ,Alo gives then two so- 
lutions: (iii) m,,>iiz,, + 1; (iv) m,,~fi,, - 1 that corre- 
spond to the discrete series of the representation of 
u( 1,1).“+*‘5 

V. CONTRACTIONS OF THE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
THE ALGEBRA u3(i,,jz) 

The generators of the irreducible representations of the 
algebra u,(j), j = (j,, j,) are obtained from Eqs. (3.5) and 
(3.6) for n = 3: 

&lm) = [m23 + o’,j2) -‘(ml3 + m33 1 -j,-‘(m,, + m22 I] Im), 

I 
(ml3 -jImI +jlj2) Cm3 -jImI -jlj2) (j2m2, - ml2 1 (j2mll - ml2 1 1’2 A,, Im) = j; ’ - 

(m22 - ml2 1 (m22 -ml2 -j2) I 
Im12 -j2) 

1 
(ml3 -.Am22 + Ylj2) Cm,, -ilm2, 1 (j2m2, +j2 - m,, 1 (j,m,, + j2 - m,, 1 1’2 tj;’ - 

(ml2 - m22 + 2j,) (ml2 - m22 +j,) I lm22 -j2), 
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A,,Im) =j2‘-’ - 1 
(ml3 -jImI 1 (m33 -jImI - %jJ (j2m2, -A - ml2 1 CM,, --A --j2m2 1 

(mz2 - ml2 -jd(m,, - ml2 - 32 Im12 +.A) 

i 
(ml3 -jIm22 +j,jd (m33 -jIm22 -M2) (Mb3 - mz2 1 !j2mII - mz2 1 

I 
I’* +jT’ - (ml2 - m22 fj2)(m,2 - m22 1 Im2, +A), 

A,, Im) = [L ‘Cm 12 +m22)-mll]Im), Az21m)=m,,Iml, 
AI2 Im) = [ (ml2 -.hm,, +j2)(j2m,, - mz2 )]“21mll - l), 
A,, Im> = [ (ml2 -j,m,, 1 (j,m,, +j, - m22 I] *‘21mll + l), (5.1) 

where &,h =j;1[m23(j2- 1)C]1’21m23 -Al 

ml3 m23 m33 
Im) = ml2 m22 , 

i 

(5.2) 
ml1 

+jC ’ [m33 (1 -j,W ] “21m33 -j,). 

Forj,#l,j,= 1, 

O’,j2)-‘m13~m23~O’Ij2)-1m33, 
O',j2)-'m13~j21m12>m23, m23~j~'m22~ti,j,)-'m,,, 

h~'m12>m,,>~2~'m22, 
since the components of Im*) are transformed under the 
map ( 1.1) as follows: 

Aloh = [m13(l -.&)A ]“21m13 -t l)#O, 
hence the integer component m,2 is not limited from above; 
further 

&dir = [ m33 ( 1 --.A>~ ] “21m33 -A) #Q 

. . 
ml3 =iI.hm:3t m23 = m F3, 

. . 
m33 =.h.w4~ 

ml2 =.i2mT2 y m22 =.hm,:, 
* 

ml1 =mllp (5.3) 
in accordance with Eq. (3.3). The generators A,, ,A22 ,A12, 
A,, form the unitary algebra u2 ( j, ) . 

The eigenvalues of the Casimir operators are given by 
Eqs. (3.12), (3.14), and (3.15) and for the representation 
( 5.1) are in the form 

hence the integer component mL2 is not limited from below, 
i.e., we have the inequalities rn,* am,, am,, . For j, = 1, j, 
# 1 Eqs. (5.5) give A,&,, #O, hence the component mz2 is 
not limited from above and A,, & #O, i.e., the component 
m,2 is not limited from below. In this case we have the in- 
equalities m,3 >/m,2,m22 >mz3, - OD cm,, < 00. At last 
forj, # 1, j, # 1 the components m,2 ,m12 ,m,, are not limit- 
ed. 

C,(j) = o’,j,) -‘kh3 + m33 1 + m23, 

C,(j) = mf, + mZ3 + jfj:mi3 + 2j, h(m,, - m33 1, 
C,(j) = O’,jd-‘Cm:, +$,I +Xk& -mg3) 

- m13m33 +j:i: (ml, + 2m:, - 2m,, 1 

+jlj2[Wm13 - m33 1 - mz3 (ml3 + m33 11. 
(5.4) 

The same inequalities for the components mPr are ob- 
tained from the formal inequalities (5.2), if they are inter- 
preted for j,, j,# 1 as follows: (i) the inequality j- 'm)m, 
means that m, is not limited from above; (ii) the inequality 
m,>mj ‘- ’ means that m, is not limited from below: (iii) the 
inequality (j, j,) - ’ m2j2- ' m, is equivalent to the inequality 
j,- 'm)m,, i.e., the identical parameters in both sides of an 
inequality are canceled. The same rules ( i ) - ( iii ) are valid in 
the general case (3-4). 

The action of the raising operator A,, on the highest 
weightstate& = lm)withm,, =m12 =m,3,m22 =m23 
and the action of the lowering operator A,, on the lowest 
weight state (p, = Im) with m,, = m,, = mA3, m ,2 = m23 
are given by the following expressions: 

A,,#, =jF’[m13(l -j,M ]1’21m,3 +j2) 

+L ’ [ m23 (j2 - 1 )B ] “21m23 +j2>, 
I 

The j, = L, contracted algebra uLt (j) has the structure of 
semidirect sum u,(t,j,) = T4 G- (u, CBU,( j,)), where 
T, = {Ao, +4 ,e ,& AA,,} is the invariant subalgebra and the 
subalgebras u,,+(jz) are as follows: EI, = {Am}, 
2~~0;) = {A,, J122J1,2J2, ). Let us observe that a3(~,,l) is 
the inhomogeneous algebra iu( 2). For j, = L, Eqs. (5.1) 
give the generators of irreducible representation of uS(~,jz) 
in the form 

(5.5) 

A,lm) = [WK'(m13 +m33) +m23 -%'(m,, -tm,,)][m), 

A,, Im) = j; 'J-inl3m3, ,yT i ";;f2"" - m12 ) "'~m,~ -j2) 
22 12 22 - ml2 -j2) 1 +j2 - m22 1 ti2mll +A - m22 1 ‘j2 

- m2, + 2h)(m,, - m22 -t-j,) 1 lm22 -4) , 

A,,lm) =j,- 1~~ 7;23 -12 - m12 )u2mll -h - ml2 1 “21m,2 + j2) 

22 - ml2 -h) (m22 - ml2 - 2j,) 1 ti2m23 - m22 1 ti2mll - m22 1 m22 +I21 (ml2 - m22) ] 1’21m22 +.Q], 
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The generators A,, ,AA,, ,A ,2 ,A2, are not changed. The gener- 
ator A, is well defined for ( ml3 + m33 )/L, = 6 and Hermi- 
tian for &‘ER, i.e., 

ml3 =k+t,4/2, m33 = -kk+,c/2, 
k&R, k>O. (5.7) 

The Hermitic conditions for A,, ,A,, give kd% and the in- 
equality ml3 )m,, gives k>O. For m,,,m,, as in (5.7) we 
have ,/w = k and the operators (5.6) forj, = 1 co- 
incide with the corresponding expressions of Chakrabarti7 
for the inhomogeneous algebra iu (2). The eigenvalues of the 
Casimir operators are 

c,(~,,l) = 5+ m23, C,(L,,~) = 2k2, 

C,b,,l) = 3k2(5+ 1). (5.8) 

I 

Thestructureofthej, = ~,co_ntractedalgebrau,(j)is the 
semidirect sum z+(~,,L~) = T4G- (z+(j,) EI a,), with 
% = @42si219-4A,2942,3, ~20’1) = bm-4,~o,~,,,~~ ~1 
= {AZ2 }. The algebra t13( 1,~~) is the inhomogeneous alge- 

braiu(2).Ifweputj,=L2inEqs. (5.1),wemeetthebasis 
vectors Irn 12 k L*), 1 m22 + L?), that are understandable as 
follows: 

lm12 f d = lm) +hlm)i,, Im)i, =$$, 
12 

lm2, + ~~~ = Im> f blm)129 Im);, = $$, (5.9) 
22 

and we have the generators of the representations of u, (j,,12) 
in the form 

h3lm)= [(GI)-‘(~,~ +m3,) +m,, -i;‘(m12 +m22)]lm), 

AlI Im> = [LF’( m12 + m22 1 - ml, ] Im>, 

42 Im) = ml1 lm>, 
&,Im)= ’ 

ml2 
m 12 - m22 

L;1(m12~,2 +m2,F2,)lm)+$- 
[ 
jImI (ml3 - m33 1 - =Wf, ml1 + m23 + 

12 ml2 -m,, Irn) I 
1 -- 

2w22 
2jIm22 (m3, -.iIm22 1 - 4, 4, + m23 + 2m12 + m2, I Id - W2W2 b)i2 - m22 F22 Im)i2 , m l2 - m22 

A,,Im) = ’ 
ml2 - m22 

X 
I 

1 
1; ‘(m12w12 + m22w22 )Im> + - 

242 [ 
VImI (ml3 -.Am12) - 4, 

( 
ml1 + m23 + 

ml2 + 2m2, 

ml2 -m22 Im) I 
1 +- 

[ ( 
m22 

2w22 
ilm22 (ml3 - m33 1 - 4, ml1 + m23 + )I Id + m12w12 Im)i2 + m22w22 Im)J2 , m 12 - m2, I 

W 12 = [ - (ml3 -jImI 1 (m33 -Am,, 11 “29 w22 = [ - (ml3 - j,m,, 1 (rn13 - j,m,, 11 1’2, (5.10) 

The generators A, ,A,, are well defined and Hermitian if the 
components of the pattern Im) have the following form: 

m 13 = k -I- 1zill/2, m33 = - k + 1&c/2, k>O, &R, 

ml2 = r + L2(/2, m,, = - r + s,</2, 00, &!R. 

(5.11) 

Then the operators of the irreducible representations of the 
contracted algebra u3ur,r2) are given in the form 

Awl&) = (m23 +l-Dlfi>, 

A,, Ifi) = (S - ml1 1 Ifi), 

A,, Ifi> = ml, I%>, AI2 lfi> = rim-), 

A,, 16) = rim>>, 

A,,lfi) =$-~~((~--mll -m23 -$)I*> 

+j:I’ ~-~+l - k2-j212 Im> -r(Ie):, - Ifi);,) 7 
1 I 
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I 

A,,F) =$~~(G-m,, - m23 + ;>I%> 

+j iL? 5-g- ’ - k2 -j212 Im) +r(IGi)i2 - P)42) 
1 1 

(5.12) 
with 

Im) = 1%) + hh3Ifii);, + I%);, l/2 

+ L2!3 p);2 + Ifi);, I/Z 
k m23 -k 

IFI)= r -r 

ml1 i 

. (5.13) 

where m , , ,m23 are integers. The Hermitic conditions for the 
generators A,, ,A 1O give the inequality k * -j: ?)O or k>r 
forj, = 1. The eigenvalues of the Casimir operators coincide 
with (5.8). 

Letusnowobservethatthealgebrasu,(r,,l)andu,( 1,~~) 
are isomorphic to each other and both isomorphic to the 
inhomogeneous algebra iu (2). Then the operators (5.6) rea- 
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lize the irreducible representations of iu( 2) in the discrete 
basis 

k m23 -k 

ml2 m23 
ml, ) 

9 

k>O, m23 - integer, 

ml2 >m,, >m,, , ml2 >m,, >m,, , (5.14) 

m L2 Fm22 ,m I I - integer, 
which is characterized by the chain of subalgebras iu( 2) 
=r.+(~,,l) >u,(l) IJU,, where u,(l),u, are the classic 
compact unitary algebras, while the operators (5.12) realize 
the irreducible representations of iu (2) in the continuous 
basis (5.13 ), that is characterized by the chain iu( 2) 
=u,(l,t,) Xu,(t,) I#,, where u2(c2) is the contracted 
noncompact algebra. Thus our approach gives the irreduci- 
ble representations of a contracted algebras in a different 
bases. 

The two-dimensional contraction of the u3 (j) may be ob- 
tained by three different ways. We may putj, = L, ,, j, = ~~ in 
Eqs. (5.1)) or we may put j, = c2 in Eqs. (5.6)) or we may 
putj, = L, in Eqs. (5.12)) but we always get the same result, 
namely, 

A,/&) = (m23 +C-(31%>, 

A,, 1%) = (5 - ml, I@>, 
&I%) = m,, I%), A,,I@i) = rlmGY>, 

A,, 1%) = rlmG%), 

&I 1%) = $-(5 - ml1 -m23 -$ 
> 

[iii) 

-+m, -I%);,), 

AloP) =% ( C-m,, -m,,++ IE> > 

with 
m - k + L A&/Z 13 - rn3> = - k + L,L&/~, k)O, &K%, 

mt2 = r + c&/2, m22 = - r+ c&/2, 00, @I%, 
(5.16) 

where the pattern [fi) is given by Eqs. (5.13) but with k>O, 
r>O. The eigenvalues of the Casimir operators coincide with 
(5.8). 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Thelawoftransformations (3.3) ofthecomponentsofthe 

Gel’fand-Tsetlin patterns have been chosen in such a way 
that the eigenvalues of all Casimir operators are different 
from zero for all contractions. We name such transforma- 

tions as general transformations. But the transformations 
(3.3) (the basic general transformations) are not unique. If 
we transform any two components in the top row of the 
pattern (3.2), the eigenvalues of the contracted Casimir op- 
erators will depend on these new components, but again will 
differ from zero for all contractions. Thus each of the 
(2” ) = IS( n - 1)/2 general transformations gives the irredu- 
cible representations of the algebra u, (j) that are specified 
in the full contractionj, = L,J\ = Lo ,... j,, _ , = L, _ , by two 
components in the top row of the pattern frn)& 

The same arguments are naturally valid for all subalge- 
bras uk (j ‘), k = 2,3 ,..., n - 1 of the algebra u,(j), i.e., for 
each subalgebra uk (j ‘) there are ($ ) = k (k - 1) /2 gen- 
eral transformations of the irreducible representations of 
uk (j’). But the subalgebras uk (j’) characterize the Gei- 
‘fand-Tsetlin basis vectors. Therefore each of the (,“) gen- 
eral transformations of the irreducible representations of 
u, (j) may be written in 

different bases. 
Apart from the general transformations there are many 

transformations of the components Im) that give the repre- 
sentations of u, (j) with zero eigenvalues of all or some Casi- 
mir operators under contractions. In other words we may 
obtain the different degenerate representations of the con- 
tracted algebras from the Gel’fand-Tsetlin representation of 
the classical algebra. For example it is possible not to trans- 
form the components of the patterns m = m*, then the 
eigenvalues of all Casimir operators will be equal to zero, 
except for Casimir operator of the first order, when all pa- 
rameters j are equal to dual units. 
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